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OUR SPECIALTIES 
Residential and Commercial Real Estate, New and Resale Homes, Investment 
Properties, Downtown & Inner City Real Estate and Relocations.

KORE Real Estate Team | CIR Realty is a leading residential and commercial 
real estate team serving Calgary and surrounding areas. Our team of 
REALTORS® represent a wide range of clients from first time homebuyers, to 
condominium pre-sales, to new or resale properties.

As a dynamic and innovative team, our mission is to deliver solid results to our 
clients by providing unparalleled customer service and leveraging the latest 
technologies. The “client first” philosophy has always been our approach and 
technology has allowed us to do business as we’ve always done — only with 
much more precision and effectiveness.

Having won numerous awards and top producer standings, we continually strive 
to improve our skills and ways of doing business. Whether you’re looking to buy 
or sell a home, our team is dedicated to helping you navigate the real estate 
market and achieve your goals. 
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CIR REALTY |  
KORE REAL ESTATE TEAM

Real estate is mostly about the local 
market and that is why many strong 
independent companies dominate. CIR 
REALTY’s journey began in 1983. 

Today, CIR holds claim to the largest 
market share in Alberta. With over 600 
REALTORS® and staff, CIR is proud to 
be one of Canada’s largest and most 
successful real estate brokerages. 

To achieve these accomplishments, they 
credit their strict adherence to important 
fundamental principals including integrity, 
sincerity and value. The main aspects of 
our company can be categorized into three 
pillars – Support, Innovation and Culture. 
There is not one category that is more 
important than the other. 

By focusing on their REALTORS® needs, 
CIR helps them to be successful in all 
markets. They are always 100% committed 
to the success of their REALTORS®. CIR 
REALTY delivers outstanding value to their 
REALTORS® so they can do the same for 
their clients.

For the third year in a row, CIR REALTY 
has achieved the highest number of 
transactions among all Brokerages in 
both the Calgary and Central Alberta 
Real Estate Boards.

KORE Real Estate Team Serving 

Calgary and Surrounding Areas. 
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Peter Ng has been a REALTOR® in Calgary for 10 years and has been actively involved in real estate 
ventures for over 13 years as an investor, developer, and homebuilder. Over this time, he has established 
himself as one of the most dedicated and trusted real estate professionals.

Born and raised in Calgary, he has a thorough understanding of the Calgary real estate market as he has 
personally witnessed the rapid growth in the city over the last decade. He has a wealth of experience in 
all aspects of real estate having both his residential and commercial license. Peter brings real value to 
every client he works with through his strong reputation, investment knowledge, and marketing expertise.

Even beyond the experience and the know-how, what clients appreciate most working with Peter is his 
commitment to personal service. His approach is simple — having real authentic conversations and a 
“client first” philosophy.

PETER NG

JESSICA MA

AWARDS & DESIGNATIONS
Sellers Representative Specialist (SRS®), Internet Marketing ( e-PRO®), Certified Condominium Specialist (CCS®), 
Certified Negotiation Expert (CNE®), Seniors Real Estate Specialist (SRES®), Green Real Estate (GREEN®), 
Commissioner for Oaths, CIR Director's Platinum Award Club Member, Various Top Producer Standings.

AWARDS & DESIGNATIONS
Certified Condominium Specialist (CCS®), Platinum Award Club Member, Various Top Producer Standings.

Jessica Ma is a licensed REALTOR® and a Certified Condominium Specialist (CCS®). Although she 
specializes in new homes and pre-sales, she also has extensive experience working with property 
listings, new immigrants, and investors. 

With a passion for real estate, Jessica has the skills and dedication required to deliver solid results to her 
clients. She is attentive to details, a fantastic problem-solver, has exemplary negotiation skills and can 
help clients clearly identify their goals and needs. She believes that having a passion for helping people 
and excellent listening skills has allowed her to provide the very best in customer service.

Jessica earned her Bachelor’s Degree in international management from the University of Lethbridge and 
has studied and worked in Japan, Malaysia, China, and Mexico. These additional skills and business 
experiences allow her to bring real value to her clients as she helps them with the real estate process.

OUR ADVISORS

REALTOR®  & 

REALTOR®  & 

ASSOCIATE BROKER

REAL ESTATE ADVISOR

JACILYNN MARTINSON

AWARDS & DESIGNATIONS
Certified Condominium Specialist (CCS®), Platinum Award Club Member, Various Top Producer Standings.

Jessica Ma is a licensed REALTOR® and a Certified Condominium Specialist (CCS®). Although she 
specializes in new homes and pre-sales, she also has extensive experience working with property 
listings, new immigrants, and investors. 

With a passion for real estate, Jessica has the skills and dedication required to deliver solid results to her 
clients. She is attentive to details, a fantastic problem-solver, has exemplary negotiation skills and can 
help clients clearly identify their goals and needs. She believes that having a passion for helping people 
and excellent listening skills has allowed her to provide the very best in customer service.

Jessica earned her Bachelor’s Degree in international management from the University of Lethbridge and 
has studied and worked in Japan, Malaysia, China, and Mexico. These additional skills and business 
experiences allow her to bring real value to her clients as she helps them with the real estate process.

REAL ESTATE ADVISOR
REALTOR®  & 
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With over a decade of experience in 
Real Estate and Law, Nada brings 
to us her strong work ethic and 
in-depth legal knowledge. Prior to 
joining the KORE team, Nada was a 
Senior Para-Legal who specialized 
in residential and commercial real 
estate transactions for over 10 
years. Shortly after, she transitioned 
to the development industry where 
she worked with new condominium 
developers and homebuilders. 

As our Client Coordinator, Nada 
utilizes her excellent communication 
and customer service skills to provide 
the highest standards of service 
to our clients. Highly motivated, 
extremely efficient, and a great team 
player, Nada is an incredible asset to 
both our clients and to our team.

Kyle France is a Learning 
Technology professional with over 
10 years experience in sales and 
troubleshooting of consumer and 
business information technology.

Kyle’s consultative and analytical 
approach has been developed 
through technology sales and 
extensive troubleshooting experience 
at several national firms. Always one 
to share learning, Kyle progressed 
to the training department at Shaw 
Communications where he facilitated 
technical troubleshooting courses on 
consumer and business products to 
hundreds of employees company-
wide and to our team.

With a degree in Political Studies 
from Bishop's University, Katherine 
joined KORE Real Estate Team after 
a career in oil and gas administration. 

Friendly and outgoing, Katherine 
is the first point of contact for 
many of our clients. She strives 
to give our clients the very best 
service, answering questions and 
directing their inquiries efficiently 
and effectively. Katherine quickly 
learned in and outs of the real estate 
industry, and developed her skills in 
graphic and web design, now helping 
to design and compile many of the 
beautiful materials we use on a daily 
basis in addition to her role as Client 
Coordinator. 

KATHERINE MACDOUGALL 
CLIENT COORDINATOR 

NADA HAMMOUD 
CLIENT COORDINATOR

KYLE FRANCE 
RESEARCH ANALYST / IT SPECIALIST

OUR TEAM
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Amy Linzmeyer-Jelinek is KORE’s 
content writer and is responsible 
for creating content for all 
marketing materials and websites. 
She is also the author of our library 
of Smart Guides. 

Amy is a self-motivated, results-
oriented individual with a 
proven track record of excelling 
in demanding and dynamic 
environments. She has worked 
with numerous organizations 
throughout the world within the 
tech, media and e-commerce 
markets. A highly skilled 
communicator, Amy offers a great 
combination of creative and  
strategic thinking. 

Amy graduated from the University 
of Wisconsin at Green Bay and 
holds a Bachelor’s Degree in 
English.

With over 10 years in 
administration and design and 5 
years in real estate, Jenny offers 
her creativity and modern eye to 
our team’s branding materials, 
digital design and print media 
products. 

Before entering Real Estate, 
Jenny worked as an Executive 
Assistant, Account Manager 
and Information Specialist in the 
public sector. She has obtained 
her diploma in Graphic Design 
at The Alberta College of Art and 
Design (ACAD) and her knowledge 
has become an invaluable asset. 
Jenny brings to the team her many 
years of experience in digital 
marketing, new media and project 
coordination.

Rob is an award winning real 
estate photographer who is 
nationally accredited in the field 
of Architectural Photography and 
Image Manipulation through the 
Professional Photographers of 
Canada association.

Through a combination of the 
latest technology Canon digital 
cameras and accessories, and 
high definition photography 
techniques, Rob is adept at 
capturing the photos that will 
show a home's most impressive 
aspects. 

AMY LINZMEYER-JELINIK 
COPYWRITER

JENNY NGUYEN 
MARKETING SPECIALIST

ROB MOROTO 
PHOTOGRAPHER
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IN THE MEDIA
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PETER NG 
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KORE Marketing is an integrated 
real estate marketing and sales 
company based out of Calgary, 
Alberta.

KORE Real Estate Team is a 
leading residential and commercial 
real estate team serving Calgary 
and surrounding areas.
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OUR  
PHILOSOPHY

At KORE, your real estate matters and we 
view your property listing as if it is our own. 
No two sellers are alike so we go above 
and beyond to learn your requirements 
by being good listeners as well as good 
communicators. We place strong emphasis 
on being consultative and educational in 
our service. We have found that through 
the process of consulting and educating 
our clients, we improve communication and 
trust in our working relationships.

THE KORE ADVANTAGE
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THE KORE ADVANTAGE

Real estate is not just what we do, it is who we are. Our 
real estate advisors are all full time career REALTORS® 
and are members of an established real estate team.

We work 60-80 hour weeks and are fully committed to our 
clients. Doing real estate every day has fine-tuned our 
skills and keeps us up to date on real estate knowledge 
and market trends. This has allowed us to provide the best 
representation to our clients and to outperform others in 
the industry.

OUR 
FOCUS
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Our approach is to provide our clients with unparalleled 
customer service and results while leveraging the latest 
technologies. The “client first” mentality has always been 
our approach and the latest technology has allowed us to 
do everything we’ve always done — only with much more 
precision and effectiveness.

We will never use hard sell or high-pressure tactics and our 
services are at no cost to you. From consultation to closing, 
our team is truly committed to your real estate success.

OUR 
APPROACH
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Surveys show that many homeowners and buyers are 
not aware of the true value a REALTOR® provides during 
the course of a real estate transaction. Many of the most 
important services and steps are performed behind the 
scenes by either the REALTOR® or the Brokerage Staff 
and traditionally have been viewed simply as a part of 
their professional responsibilities to the client. But without 
these steps and services the transaction could be placed 
in jeopardy. This article seeks to inform you and close that 
gap.

The following lists nearly 200 typical actions, research 
steps, processes and review stages necessary for a 
successful residential real estate transaction and services 
normally provided by a full service real estate brokerage 
and for which they are entitled to fair compensation.

Author: Michael Diemer, 
Homes and Land Magazine

CRITICAL 
ROLE OF A 
REALTOR®
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COMPREHENSIVENESS
This list is by no means an attempt to set forth a 
complete list of services as these may vary within each 
brokerage and market. Many REALTORS® routinely 
provide a wide variety of additional services that are as 
varied as the nature of each transaction.

By the same token, some transactions may not 
require some of these steps to be equally successful. 
However, most would agree that given the unexpected 
complications that can arise, it’s far better to know 
about a step and make an intelligent, informed decision 
to skip it, than to not know the possibility it even 
existed.

THE REALTOR® COMMITMENT
Through it all, the personal and professional 
commitment of the REALTOR® is to ensure that the 
seller and buyer are brought together in agreement 
that provides each with a “Win Win” situation that is fair 
and equitable. The motivation is easy to understand. 
For most Full-Service Realtors, no compensation is 
received unless and until the sale closes.

By contrast, there are companies that offer “Limited 
Services” in exchange for an up- front flat fee, or 
perhaps they offer a menu of pay-as-you-go or “a 
la carte” options. Some even offer a sliding scale 
ranging from limited to full services. In these cases, the 
compensation is based on reduced levels of service 

with the seller bearing the full responsibility for all the 
other steps and procedures in the selling process. In 
short, the marketplace truism is that “you get what you 
pay for.”

A VARIETY OF CHOICES
The range of selling choices in today’s real estate 
industry affords the homeowner a greater range of 
options than ever before. But no matter which option 
you choose, before the signing of the Listing Agreement 
with a “Discount Broker / Realtor” or paying to engage 
some other real estate service to sell your home, you 
should have a complete understanding in writing of 
exactly what services will and will not be provided.

WHY USE A REALTOR®

All REALTORS® in Alberta have studies and passed 
a provincial exam to be issued a license to become 
agents or brokers in Alberta. With this process they 
have taken the training necessary, understand fully the 
processes and procedures to complete a real estate 
transaction and also taken an oath to subscribe to a 
stringent, enforceable Code of Ethics with Standards 
of Practice that promote the fair, ethical, and honest 
treatment of all parties in a real estate transaction.

To ensure the individual you are going to trust to sell 
your home is a licensed REALTOR®, visit the Calgary 
Real Estate Associations website; www.creb.com for a 
searchable list of their REALTOR® members.
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The following is a list of nearly 200 typical actions, research steps, procedures, 
processes and review stages undertaken in a successful residential real estate 
transaction that are normally provides by a FULL SERVICE REALTOR® and 
Brokerage in return for their sales commission. Depending on the nature of the 
transaction, some may take minutes, hours, or even days to complete, while some 
may not be needed, depending on the transaction.

More importantly, they reflect the level of skill, knowledge and attention to detail 
required in today’s real estate transactions, underscoring the importance of 
having help and guidance from someone who fully understands the process, your 
REALTOR®.

And never forget that REALTORS® are pledged to uphold the stringent, enforceable 
tenets of the REALTOR® Code of Ethics in their professional dealings with the public. 
Not every real estate licensee holds a REALTOR® membership. Make sure yours 
does.

THE CRITICAL 
ROLE OF THE 

REALTOR® 

LIST
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PRE-LISTING ACTIVITIES

1.  Make an appointment with the potential seller 
for a Listing Presentation

2.  Send Seller a written or e-mail confirmation of 
listing appointment and call to confirm

3.  Review pre-appointment questions
4.  Research all comparable currently listed 

properties
5.  Research sales activity for the past 18 

months from MLS and public record 
databases

6.  Research “Average Days on Market” for this 
property type, price range  
and location

7.  Download and review property tax roll 
information

8.  Prepare “Comparable Market Analysis” 
(CMA) to establish fair market value

9.  Obtain copy of subdivision plat / complex lay-

out
10.  Research Property ownership and Title
11.  Research Property’s public record information 

for lot size & dimensions
12.  Research and verify legal description
13.  Research property’s land use code and deed 

restrictions
14.  Research property’s current use and zoning
15.  Verify legal names of owners on property title
16.  Prepare a Listing Presentation package with 

the above materials
17.  Perform an exterior “Curb Appeal 

Assessment” of subject property
18.  Compile and assemble formal file on property
19.  Confirm current public schools and explain 

impact of schools on market value
20.  Review listing appointment checklist to 

ensure all steps and actions have been 
completed

21.  Give seller an overview of current market 
conditions and projection

22.  Review agent’s and company’s credentials 
and accomplishments in the market

23.  Present company profile and position or 
niche in the marketplace

24.  Present CMA results to seller,  
including Comparables, Solds,  
Current Listings & Expired

25.  Offer pricing strategy based on  
professional judgment & interpretation  
of current market conditions

26.  Offer professional insight on deficiencies 
preventing higher selling values

27.  Suggest “Value Added” tips to enhance the 
homes salability to potential buyers

28.  Discuss “Marketing” with seller to get 
Maximum Exposure and Property value

29.  Explain market power and benefits of the 
Multiple Listing Service

30.  Explain the power of print and web marketing 
used by REALTORS®

31.  Explain the work the brokerage and agents 
do “behind the scenes” & agents availability 
on weekends

32.  Explain taking calls to screen for  
qualified buyers to protect the seller  
from curiosity seekers

33.  Present strategic master marketing plan  
for property

34.  Explain different agency relationships and 
determine seller’s preference

35.  Review presentation with sellers to ensure 
complete understanding and answer any 
questions pertaining to the process

LISTING APPOINTMENT PRESENTATION
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THE CRITICAL ROLE OF THE REALTOR® LIST

36.  Review current title information
37.  Measure overall and heated square footage
38.  Measure interior room sizes
39.  Confirm lot size via owner’s copy of certified 

survey, if available
40.  Obtain house plans, if applicable  

and available
41.  Review house plans and make copies
42.  Order Survey or Real Estate Property Report
43.  Prepare showing instructions for  

buyers agent’s
44.  Set up with sellers acceptable Open House 

and Showing Time hours
45.  Obtain current mortgage loan information; 

company and loan account numbers
46.  Verify current loan information with lenders
47.  Check assumability of loans and any  

special requirements
48.  Discuss possible buyer financing alternatives 

and options with sellers
49.  Review current appraisal if available
50.  Identify Home Owners Association manager if 

applicable
51.  Verify Home Owner Association fees with 

manager- mandatory or optional & current 
annual fees

52.  Order a copy of the Condominium 
Association document & bylaws,  
if applicable

53.  Discuss with homeowner average utility 
usage for the last 12 months and calculate 
monthly average

54.  Research and verify city sewer / septic tank / 
septic field system

55.  Discuss with homeowner water usage for  
the last 12 months an calculate the  
monthly average

56.  Well Water: Confirm well status, depth and 
output from well report

57.  View or order a water analysis report of  
well water, if applicable

58.  Discuss with homeowner the natural gas 
usage over the last 12 months and  
calculate a monthly average

59.  Discuss with homeowner the garbage / 
recycle programs and document info for 
buyers presentations

60.  Prepare a detailed list of property amenities 
and assess market impact

61.  Prepare a detailed list of locations and 
distances to area schools, grocery stores, 
department stores and shopping malls

62.  Prepare a detailed list of locations and 
distances to recreation centres and  
public library’s

63.  Compile a list of upgrades and completed 
repairs and maintenance items

64.  Send “Vacancy Checklist” to seller if property 
is vacant

65.  Explain the benefits of Home Owners 
warranty to Potential Buyers

66.  Have an extra key made for the lockbox
67.  Verify if property has rental units: if so
68.  Verify and make copies of all lease 

agreements fro retention in listing file
69.  Verify all rents agreements and  

deposit amounts
70.  Inform tenants of listing and discuss how 

showings will be handled
71.  Arrange and coordinate official listing date to 

coincide with any upgrades or repairs
72.  Arrange for the placement of a Yard Sign
73.  Assist sellers with the completion of the 

“Seller Disclosure Form”
74.  Ensure “New Listings Checklist”  

is completed
75.  Review Curb Appeal Assessment  

with sellers
76.  Review Interior Décor Assessment  

with sellers
77.  Load listing into transaction management 

software program
78.  Arrange “New Listing” information  

session with Realtors in your office at the 
weekly meeting

79.  Take high resolution photographs of all 
aspects of the property for use in “Marketing 
Plan” in print advertising, for personal and 
company websites and MLS

ONCE A PROPERTY IS UNDER A LISTING AGREEMENT
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80.  Prepare MLS Profile Sheet – Agent’s 
is responsible for “Quality Control” and 
accuracy of listing data

81.  Enter property data from Profile Sheet into 
the MLS database

82.  Proofread MLS database listing for accuracy
83.  Include proper placement in mapping 

function
84.  Add property to the company’s “Active 

Listing” list
85.  Add Property information and photos into 

company’s websites

86.  Add Property information and photos to 
personal real estate websites

87.  Add property information and photos to 
all real estate website provided by the 
publications you market and advertise with

88.  Provide sellers with a signed copy of the 
Listing Agreement and MLS Profile Data 
Sheet Form within 48-hours

89.  Discuss with homeowners the possibility 
of virtual tours or streaming audio / video 
presentations

ENTERING LISTING IN THE MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE (MLS) 
DATABASE

19



MARKETING 
YOUR LISTING
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90.  Create Print and Internet ads with the sellers 
input

91.  Coordinate showings with owners, tenants, 
and other Realtors

92.  Return any calls promptly every day including 
evenings and weekends

93.  Install electronic lock box if authorized by 
sellers

94.  Program electronic lock boxes with agreed-
upon showing time windows

95.  Prepare mailing and contact list
96.  Generate mail-merge letters to contact list
97.  Order “Just Listed” labels and reports
98.  Prepare flyers & feedback faxes
99.  Review comparable MLS listings regularly to 

ensure property remains competitive in price, 
terms, conditions and availability.

100.  Prepare property Marketing Brochure for 
sellers to review

101.  Arrange for the printing or copying supplies of 
marketing brochures and flyers

102.  Arrange and coordinate the placement of 
feature ads in real estate publications 

103.  Arrange for a newspaper classified ad 
advertising Open House times and dates

104.  Place marketing brochures in all of the 
company’s realtors mail boxes 

105.  Mail out “Just Listed” notices to all 
neighbourhood residents

106.  Advise Network Referral Program of listing
107.  Provide marketing data to buyers coming 

through international relocation networks
108.  Provide marketing data to buyers coming 

from referral network
109.  Provide “Special Feature” cards for 

marketing, if applicable
110.  Submit ads to company’s participating 

Internet real estate sites
111.  Any information or price changes conveyed 

promptly to any and all services, Internet 
sites, publications and MLS

112.  Reprint and Supply additional buyer 
brochures as needed

113.  Loan information reviewed and updated in 
MLS as required

114.  Feedback emails / faxes sent to buyers 
agents after showings

115.  Review weekly Market Study
116.  Discuss feedback from showing agents with 

sellers to determine if changes are required
117.  Promptly enter these changes in MLS listing 

database

118.  Receive and review all Offers to Purchase 
contracts submitted by buyers or buyers 
agents

119.  Evalulate offer(s) and prepare a “net sheet” on 
each for the sellers for comparative purposes

120.  Counsel sellers on offer(s) received. Explain 
in detail the merits and weaknesses of each 
component of each offer received

121.  Contact buyers agent to review buyers 
qualifications and to discuss offer

122.  Counsel seller on countering “offers” and work 
with buyers or buyer’s agent to negotiate a 
deal

123.  Fax /Deliver Sellers Disclosure to buyer’s 
agent or buyer upon request or prior to offer if 
possible

124.  Obtain a pre-qualification letter on buyer from 
mortgage broker or lending institution

125.  Negotiate all offers on sellers behalf,setting 
time limits for loan approval and closing date

126.  Fax copies of contract and all addendums to 
sellers lawyer and buyer’s agent

127.  When Offer to Purchase contract is accepted 
and signed by seller, deliver to buyer’s agent

128.  Record and promptly deposit buyers deposit 
into trust account

129.  Deliver copies of fully signed Offer to 
Purchase contract to seller

130.  Deliver copies of fully signed Offer to  
Purchase contract to buyer’s agent

131.  Provide copies of Offer to Purchase to the 
lenders

132.  Deliver copies of fully signed Offer to 
Purchase contract for office to file

133.  Advise seller in handling additional offers to 
purchase submitted between contract  
and closing

THE CRITICAL ROLE OF THE REALTOR® LIST

MARKETING THE LISTING

THE OFFER AND CONTRACT
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142.  Coordinate buyers professional home 
inspection with seller

143.  Review home inspection report
144.  Forward finding of Inspection to seller
145.  Discuss home inspection report with buyer or 

buyer’s agent
146.  Deal with problems found as a result of home 

inspection
147.  Ensure seller’s compliance with Home 

Inspection Clause
148.  Work with sellers and buyer or buyer’s agent 

to resolve and or repair problems found as a 
result of home inspection

149.  Properly document changes to the Offer to 
Purchase to reflect the resolved changes as 
a result of the home inspection

150.  Ensure revised copies with new changes is 
forwarded to Sellers Lawyer, Buyer’s agent, 
lending institution and to office to file

151.  Enter completion into transaction 
management tracking software program

152.  Explain seller’s responsibilities with respect 
to loan limits and interpret any clauses in the 
contract

153.  Recommend or assist seller in identifying and 
negotiating with a trustworthy contractor to 
perform any work required

154.  Oversee completion of all required repairs on 
the sellers behalf, if needed

155.  Ensure seller’s compliance with Home 
Inspection Clause negotiated requirements 
have been completed to the satisfaction of all 
parties prior to closing

HOME INSPECTION

THE CRITICAL ROLE OF THE REALTOR® LIST

156.  Follow through with the buyers or buyer’s 
agent on financing approval

157.  Fax / deliver any and all relevant documents 
needed to complete the financing 
requirements

FINANCING

22



163.  Contract is signed by all parties
164.  Coordinate closing process with buyer’s 

agent and lender
165.  Update closing forms & files
166.  Ensure all parties have all the forms and 

information needed to close the sale
167.  Select a location where the closing will be 

held
168.  Confirm closing date and time And notify all 

parties
169.  Assist in solving any title problems 

(boundary disputes, easements, etc.) or in 
obtaining Death Certificates if required

170.  Work with buyer’s agent in scheduling and 
conducting the buyers Final Walk-Thru prior 
to closing

171.  Research all tax, HOA, Utility and other 
applicable pro-rations

172.  Request final closing figures from closing 
agent (attorney or title company)

173.  Receive and carefully review closing figures 
to ensure accuracy of preparation

174.  Forward verified closing figures to buyer’s 
agent

175.  Request a copy of closing documents for 
closing agent

176.  Confirm buyer and buyer’s agent have 
received title insurance commitment

177.  Provide “Home Owners Warranty” for 
availability at closing, if applicable

178.  Review all closing documents carefully for 
errors

179.  Forward closing documents to absentee seller 
if required

180.  Review documents with the lawyer
181.  Coordinate this closing with the seller’s next 

purchase and resolve any timing issues
182.  Have a “no surprises” closing so that sellers 

receive a net proceed cheque at closing
183.  Refer sellers to one of the best agents at their 

destination if relocating
184.  Change MLS status to SOLD
185.  Change Lawn sign to SOLD
186.  Enter in sale date, price, selling broker and 

agent ID numbers, etc. into system
187.  Close out listing in transaction management 

program

CLOSING PREPARATION AND DUTIES

FOLLOWING UP AFTER CLOSING
188.  Answer questions about filing claims with 

New Home Warranty company, if required
189.  Attempt to clarify and resolve any conflicts 

about repairs if buyer is not satisfied

190.  Respond to any follow-up calls and provide 
any additional information required from 
office files

As you can see from this article the level of skill, knowledge, attention to 
details and energy required in a normal residential real estate transaction 
is staggering, and there are probably an additional 100 – 200 additional 
steps, requirements, and procedures, etc. not covered in this article. The 
thought that REALTORS® don’t work extremely hard for their commission 
is ludicrous. REALTORS® ensure the entire real estate process goes 
smoothly, handling every detail required in selling your home. 

So the next time you hear a radio commercial telling you “You Can Sell 
it Yourself” or that you pay “a realtor $10,000 for one days work” Nothing 
could be farther from the truth.

IN      
CLOSING

158.  Schedule the Appraisal
159.  Provide comparable sales used in marketing 

price to Appraiser
160.  Follow-up on Appraisal

161.  Enter completion into transaction management 
program

162.  Assist seller in questioning any appraisal report 
if it seems too low

THE APPRAISAL
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what to EXPECT when SELLING  
a PROPERTY with a KORE 
REAL ESTATE TEAM REALTOR

Listing your property is one of the biggest sale transactions you will 
make in a lifetime. Although it may seem complicated and perhaps even 
stressful at times, you’ve already taken the first few steps and will be 
fully prepared and ready for any challenge, hopefully with a Seller’s 
Real Estate Advisor at your side. Hiring a REALTOR® takes much of the 
stress off you, as your REALTOR®will act as a combination of tour guide, 
consultant, advocate and, at times, voice of reason. From the first meeting 
until you move in, your REALTOR® will be doing lots of work, sometimes 
even behind-the-scenes, to maximize your property value and to make 
the listing process as smooth as possible. 

Want to know what to expect? Read on!
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Why is the net value more important?

Understanding all costs associated with selling 
will allow you to determine the actual amount you 
will receive. Focusing on this number allows you 
to plan  
with confidence.

There are a number of factors that will affect a 
home’s price:

STEP 1: Realtor® Interviews and the Comparative Market 
Analysis (CMA)
There are hundreds of critical mistakes you can make when selling your home, however there is a universal cure 
for all of them: qualifying and choosing the right REALTOR®. Ask the real estate associates you are interviewing 
lots of questions to ensure their motives are coming from the right place, and that they have the ability to properly 
represent you. Furthermore, you need to find out if you are comfortable with this person’s style of business and 
feel you can trust them to guide you through the sales process.

In addition to an interview with a REALTOR®, have them look at your house and give you an idea of its value. 
The agent will then assess the other homes in the area that have recently sold and are comparable to yours, 
make financial adjustments for the differences and give you an approximate market value for your home. This 
process is called a CMA.

The primary tool for assessing the current and fair 
market value is to compare similar homes in similar 
neighbourhoods which have recently sold or are 
currently for sale.

*IMPORTANT NOTE: There are two values for your home. The first is the 
“Market Value” which is the final price you should expect to receive from your 
home. The second is the “Appropriate List Price”. This number can fluctuate 
considerably based on your motivation, market conditions, and how soon you 
need to buy or sell by.

ANATOMY OF A CMA (BREAKDOWN)

Is a CMA an appraisal?

The short answer is no. CMAs are typically done by 
REALTORS® for free where as appraisals are done 
by professional Appraisers for a fee. Both groups use 
basically the same information, however Appraisers 
receive extra training and accreditations for assessing 
property value and provide more detailed reports.

WHAT IS A CMA?
A CMA is a Comparative Market Analysis, used to 
determine the current and fair market value of a 
specific property based on: Want to know what to 
expect? Read on!

Condition FeaturesLocation

Market Conditions

Area Influences

Condition of Home

Economic & Social Influences

Specifications Highest & Best Use

• Buyers or Sellers 
market?

• Quantity of inventory

• What is the area doing?

• Are there any special 
considerations?

• Necessary repairs

• Additional repairs

• Interest rates

• Political environment

• Labour market

• Average days on 
market?

• What is the highest 
and best use of  
the property?

• Value differential

• Buyer perception

• Vacancy rates

•  Foreign ownership 
appeal

COMPREHENSIVE LISTING PROCESS
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Absorption Rate

The absorption rate is the rate 
at which the market can support 
sales in a neighborhood.

Pricing It Right in the Beginning

Homes sell closest to asking price 
within the first few weeks of listing.

It’s a fact, properly priced homes 
sell faster and for more money in 
the first few weeks of the listing. 
Don’t miss your prime marketing 
period by setting a higher price 
than justified by your CMA; you’ll 
risk the possibility of selling for 
even less later.

A New Listing That is Priced 
Properly Generates

• Excitement

• Showings More Often

• Generally Nets Higher Price 
Than Older, Stale Listings
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STEP 2: Document &  
Material Preparation

In order to sell your property, there are certain 
documents and materials that you should obtain. 
These include an updated survey of your property, 
called a Real Property Report or RPR (you likely have 
one from when you bought the home), any relevant 
repair receipts (such as a new roof or furnace), any 
home warranty documents, a spare set of keys, 
relevant rental or lease agreements, etc. If you live in 
a condo, have all of the documents you have received 
from the condo board or management company 
accessible. Your REALTOR® should be able to help 
you with the rest.

STEP 3:                           
Home Preparation

If there are major repairs that need to be made, 
consider fixing them before you put your home on 
the market, or offer a credit to a buyer for the repair 
up front. If you try to hide it, or don’t address the 
issue at all, then in the buyer’s mind it will drastically 
reduce their perception of the quality and value of the 
property - “If this is wrong, then what else is wrong?”. 
In terms of a simple cleaning, the key is to de-clutter 
rooms (clear out knick-knacks, personal items & 
excess furniture), and make sure the house looks tidy 
and well maintained.

COMPREHENSIVE LISTING PROCESS
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PREPARING YOUR PROPERTY

First impressions count. Often a small investment 
in time and money will provide your home a 
competitive advantage compared to others at the 
time of showing.

INCREASING YOUR PROPERTY'S 
VALUE 

The most commonly asked question when looking 
through a client’s home is “what improvements 
can I make that will increase the value of my 
property?” Many people make a profit by buying 
properties, improving them and then re-selling. 
You may not be in the property investment 
business, but the main concept is the same.

MARKET VALUE
The market value of your home is the price you 
can expect to receive for your home. This is 
based on location, motivation, market conditions, 
and of course, features and improvements. 
When making any major upgrades to your home, 
it is best to be sure that you will see a tangible 
increase in the market value when it comes time 
to sell.

Here is some insight into the home improvement 
game and some guidance as to where you should 
focus your time: 

PUT A NICKLE, GET A DIME BACK 
What is your time and effort worth? Too many 
times we meet people who are eager to do the 
work, but don’t consider the buyer’s perspective. 
Some people may pay more for some 
features that won’t matter to others. Consult a 
professional to determine if the improvements 
you choose will be worth your money and will 
give you a return. Make sure this number is 
worth your time. 
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Flooring   
Upgrading from carpet or linoleum to hardwood 
and tile makes an enormous difference. Focus on 
look rather than price, since many buyers cannot 
tell the difference. 

Kitchens 
This is usually the focal point of the house. Open 
concepts and modern colours are key. Consider 
refinishing existing cabinets and just replacing the 
countertop to save money.

Saleability
The saleability of a home is best described as the 
overall impression your home leaves in the minds 
of potential buyers. These simple maintenance 
items may not add dollars to your market value, but 
will certainly ensure that your home sells as quickly 
and as close to your asking price as possible.

Bathrooms 

Freeing up room in the bathroom makes a big 
difference. Pedestal sinks can work well for this. 
Modern looking tile can also improve the overall 
look and style of a bathroom.

Paint
Both interior and exterior paint is important to the 
style of a home. Use neutral or modern colours 
and unless you are a pro, avoid creative patterns, 
especially murals.

Floor Plan Alteration
People like to entertain and see their guests. 
An open concept floor plan can give a property 
the illusion of being much larger than it is. 
Furthermore, three small bedrooms may work 
better as one large master and a spare.

Professional Basement Development
Builders, contractors or professionals only please! 
Poor workmanship will be adjusted for at the time 
of the sale. You can do some work yourself, but 
leave the finishing to the pros.

Preparing Your House for Photos
One of the most important steps to marketing 
your property is the photography. Your property’s 
first impression should be a lasting impression. 
High resolution images achieve that by instantly 
capture the attention of potential buyers so they 
can arrange to see your property in person. High-
quality photos by our professional photographer 
will showcase your listing at its finest and also 
keep buyers interested; perhaps even encourage 
serious buyers to take a second look. There are a 
number of things you can do to present your home 
in the best light so others can see its potential. To 
get the most out of your listing images, ask your 
Real Estate Advisor to provide a photography 
checklist prior to booking your photo session.

COMPREHENSIVE LISTING PROCESS
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STEP 4: The Listing 
Documents
When you sign the listing documents, be sure that 
you understand you are signing a legal contract. Your 
REALTOR® should clearly explain each clause and 
the implications. When does the contract begin, and 
how does the contract end? What are my rights and 
responsibilities within the agreement? Most standard 
listing contracts are written to protect both you (the 
seller) and the brokerage.

STEP 5: Marketing
Be sure your REALTOR® mentions all of the features 
of the house that convinced you to initially purchase 
it, because other buyers will likely feel the same 
way. Look over the marketing materials and if you 
have any suggestions for additional information or 
improvements, let your agent know. Any house will sell 
if the value exists and is perceived in the mind of the 
buyer... this is the key!

For more details on KORE's marketing strategy, 
please check out our marketing plan located on page 
33.

STEP 6: Showings
No one likes to be forced out of their home, but it is 
extremely uncomfortable for a buyer if you are present 
during a showing. If possible, make arrangements 
with a friend, neighbor or relative to escape during 
showings. The more flexible you can be, the better, 
however, if there are specific times that will not work, 
or if you want a break, simply tell your REALTOR®. 
We are all human and buyers will understand that the 
home will not be accessible 24/7. For tips to prepare 
your property for showings, ask your Real Estate 
Advisor for our listing Smart Guide.

STEP 7:                        
Strategy Assessment
After a few weeks on the market, we should have 
enough feedback to assess the effectiveness of the 
current marketing strategy, and it may be time to 
make some adjustments. This may include changing 
the marketing medium (newspaper vs. websites, 
etc.), the features that have been focused on, price, 
agent incentives, etc. Your REALTOR® should remain 
proactive to ensure the listing doesn’t go stale.
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STEP 8: Offer & Negotiation
When someone decides to write an offer, you will be 
contacted by your REALTOR® and a time will be set to 
present it to you. The agent representing the buyer may 
want to present in person, however you ultimately have 
the choice as to how you would like the offer presented 
to you. After some negotiations, signatures and initials 
will be required to finalize the agreement. The goal in a 
successful negotiation is to come to a win-win solution. 
Remember, people will pay your price if they feel they 
are getting the value somewhere else.

STEP 9: Preparation for 
Possession
Once the conditions are removed, the deal is considered 
“firm” and you can prepare for possession. You will need 
to book an appointment with a lawyer (usually happens 
about a week before possession), and fulfill any part of 
the contract that you agreed to. If you said you would 
paint, clean, or anything else, then these tasks must be 
done before the possession date to avoid breaching the 
contract.

STEP 10: Conditions
It is most common for an offer to have some sort of 
condition on it. This might be that the buyers agree 

to purchase your house, as long as they can get a 
home inspection first, or subject to their financing 
being approved. A due date is usually between 7 – 10 
days and your house will be considered “conditionally 
sold” during this time (unless you have signed a non-
disclosure of status with your REALTOR® stating 
that you would like to keep the acceptance of an offer 
private and confidential). The shorter the condition 
dates, the better, but it is important to give the buyers a 
realistic amount of time to meet their conditions to save 
the headache of extensions later on.

FINAL STEP: Closing & 
Possession
Possession typically happens at 12:00pm (noon), 
unless otherwise agreed to in writing. It is best to have 
your furniture moved out the previous day, as some 
buyers like to do a walk through an hour or two before 
noon (this is not a requirement and is simply a show 
of good faith). Keys are released to the new owners 
until noon, and only if the money has been transferred 
to your lawyer (they will notify the REALTOR®s when 
keys are releasable). Typically your cheque will be 
ready a few days following the possession day, and 
if you are buying a new home at the same time, your 
lawyer will handle any money transfers that need to 
happen.

COMPREHENSIVE LISTING PROCESS
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LIST YOUR 
HOME WITH 

CONFIDENCE 
AND CLARITY

The KORE Marketing Plan uses a proven systematic process that 
was created to ensure a streamlined and efficient experience for 
sellers. Our listing process allows us to carefully research, assess 
and market your property for maximum exposure.

Our methodical approach applies the same marketing strategies 
to your home as we would to a high-rise condo development. Our 
20-point listing process navigates the course of your listing by 
adapting to market trends, adjusting to market changes all while 
getting you the best terms to ensure your property’s success.
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Our listing cycle allows us to thoroughly evaluate, 
analyze, optimize and market your property to 
ensure we sell your property on the right terms 

and for the right price.

THE 
LISTING 
CYCLE

1. RESEARCH
4. 

OPTIM
IZATION

2. STRATEGY
3. REPORT

KORE MARKETING PLAN
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1. Research & Evaluation
KORE’s extensive research process ensures we 
identify the key factors to effectively list your home 
and provide sellers with the edge necessary to 
succeed in a competitive market. Our simple Seller’s 
Profile form allows us to learn, determine and 
prioritize your sale objectives so your KORE Real 
Estate Advisor can focus on the details that matter 
most when listing your property.

2. Strategy & Implementation
Even before the listing is posted, your KORE Real 
Estate Advisor is engaged to provide their expert 
opinion on the marketability of a potential listing. 
We combine our findings, market knowledge and 
experience with your real estate goals to establish 
the most viable and profitable approach to marketing 
your property. Our team will ensure your property’s 
sale strategy reflects the requirements and needs of 
the target market. 

3. Report
During the course of your listing, your KORE Advisor 

will report any listing activities that occur so you can 
make an informed decision with confidence.  
Our inclusive report includes:

• A full summary of listing performance

• A detailed breakdown of purchase offers  
and/or negotiations

• Comprehensive evaluation of marketing results

• Provide rundown of open house such as traffic 
report, analysis and overall review

• Record contact information and feedback from  
open house attendees

• Recommendations to provide insight to sellers and  
best course of action

4. Optimization
From your provided feedback, your REALTOR® 
will work closely with our marketing specialists and 
administration to fine-tune your listing to be in sync 
with your sales goals. We will position your listing 
properly to attract quality buyers and generate 
superior results. 

KORE’s proven listing cycle ensures that the sales 
process is as efficient and effective as possible.
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KORE MARKETING PLAN

Specialized Internet Marketing
Our websites enjoy a large traffic base of homebuyers who utilize our websites as their initial search tool. We enjoy a 
ranking as #1 for the search term "Calgary Real Estate Team" on Google, which is of the utmost importance given that 80% 
of online searches occur on Google's search platform! Statistics show that 92% of homebuyers begin their home search 
online, so having your listing predominately displayed on our high traffic website is a great way to ensure your home gets 
maximum exposure to potential buyers. 

Your listing is professionally optimized to capture the attention of our visitors, resulting in more views of your home and 
increased chances it will be noticed by potential purchasers. Our in house online marketing team will give your home 
maximum online exposure! 

Optimized Mobile Browsing
We are 100% mobile optimized! Over 60% of search engine traffic in 2015 came from smartphones or other mobile 
devices, and users are much more inclined to browse a website that is properly designed to work on mobile applications. 
Providing our users with an unparalleled browsing experience helps to solidify our websites as a go-to resource for 
homebuyers.  

Customized Website for Your Property
We also offer custom, dedicated websites for your feature listing. Your home could occupy a memorable web space 
for potential buyers to visit. Buyer's love being able to type in an easy, memorable web address and see a website 
totally dedicated to your home! There they can access all the content and information they need - from beautiful, high 
resolution images of your property; to information about the neighborhood and more! Additionally, it is much easier for 
you to share this website with friends and acquaintances, furthering the reach of your listing! Imagine your home at                                  
www.BeltlineLuxuryHome.com! 
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Classified Ads and Maximizing the Potential of Your Listing
Many homebuyers turn to online classified websites like Kijiji and others to search for homes in addition to using the MLS 
system. We'll make sure your home isn't missed by these types of searchers by ensuring that your home is cross posted 
on all of the popular classified ad websites accompanied by a compelling description of your property and beautiful, 
professional photographs to showcase your home to the fullest extend possible. 

Our Marketing Ideas are Expert - Really!
With KORE Real Estate Team, you get the expertise and experience of a professional marketing company - because we 
are! Our sister company, KORE Marketing, is responsible for marketing numerous developments throughout the Calgary 
area to resounding success. The same techniques, technology and ideas that sell out mid-size projects are what we 
implement to help sell your home quickly and effectively. You can rest assurred that when you list your home with us that 
we are not simply going forth blindly - the ideas and methods that we will use are tried and proven on both homes similar to 
yours and brand new, large scale projects. We are truly bringing entreprise level marketing to your home!
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WEBSITES
KOREREALESTATE.COM  |  Maximized search visibility | Exceptional search traffic | Optimize 
your property listing | The latest and best search tools available | IDX exposure on thousands of 
REALTOR® sites 

PERSONAL WEBSITE  |  Exclusive domain  |  Detailed information beyond MLS  |  Utilization of 
existing marketing efforts

CIRREALTY.CA  |  High advertising budget to drive traffic  |  Features your property to 
thousands of visitors monthly  |  A premiere resource for Alberta real estate information

REALTOR.CA & MLS EXPOSURE  |  Over 5,100 associates on the Calgary Real Estate Board  
and over 650 on the Central Alberta REALTORS® Association  |  The #1 searched real estate 
site in Canada  |  Access thousands of buyers

CREB.COM - CALGARY REAL ESTATE BOARD | One of the largest real estate boards in 
Canada | Over 5,200 brokers and associates | Multiple Listing Service® (MLS®) System | 
Broadest possible market exposure | Most complete and up-to-date market information available

LEADINGRE.COM  |  Driven by over 4,000 affiliate websites in 40 countries | CIR REALTY is 
the exclusive Alberta brokerage featured |  High ranking on Google featuring your home and 
open houses

RELOHOMESEARCH.COM | Driven by over 5,000 affiliate websites in 30 countries | Calgary 
area is exclusive to CIR REALTY | High ranking on Google featuring your home and open 
houses

LUXURYPORTFOLIO.COM  |  The leading luxury brand in North America  |  An award winning 
site ranking #1 in Google  |  Traffic from virtually every country worldwide

COLLABORATIVE INDUSTRY WEBSITES  |  IDX exposure on thousands of REALTOR® sites  
|  Utilizing link power of world wide web  |  Works when we cannot

SOCIAL MEDIA & ONLINE MARKETING
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING - YOUTUBE, FACEBOOK, TWITTER, KIJIJI, GOOGLE+ | 
Instant exposure to a Worldwide audience | Searchable in Google |Compelling viral video on 
Youtube | Showcase your property Facebook - 1+ billion users worldwide |  Twitter -  Broadcast 
your listing to our2,000 followers | Google+ - Google’s very own social network | Kijiji, Canada’s 
#1 classified website - 11 million unique visitors per month 

GOOGLE AD WORDS  |  Specific target market  |  Capture interested buyers immediately  |  
Instant exposure to millions of people

KORE EMAIL CAMPAIGNS | Over 1200 dedicated email subscribers | Working with the latest 
email software technology in the industry | Library of countless email templates with eye-
catching designs| Integrated analytics to measure marketing channels and conversions

CIR LIVE  |  Average 130 REALTORS® signed in per session  |  Weekly exposure to 
REALTORS® with multiple buyers through online chat

PRINT & MAIL BASED MARKETING 
PROFESSIONAL GRAPHIC DESIGNS | In-House Graphic Designers | Premium print marketing 
materials | Modern and eye-catching designs and looks | Quick turn-over for immediate results 

NATIONAL NEWS PAPERS (NATIONAL POST, GLOBE & MAIL) | National exposure for 
unique properties | More affluent demographic | Web exposure

LOCAL REAL ESTATE MAGAZINES (CALGARY CONDO GUIDE & CONDO LIVING) | 
Superior property representation | Higher quality presentation | Target market specific | Web 
exposure

LOCAL NEWSPAPERS (HERALD, SUN, CREB® REAL ESTATE NEWS) |  Largest local 
distribution services available  |  Widespread demographic  |  Reputable and credible resource  | 
Web exposure

KORE MARKETING PLAN
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TARGETED MARKETING  
AGENT TO AGENT MARKETING | Targeting Specific Agents  (Preferred Agent List) | Certain 
agents work with certain buyer types | Extremely captive audience | Ensure quality transaction | 
Provokes word of mouth exposure

TARGET MARKET PROMOTIONS (Students, Investor, First Time Buyers, Etc) | Target market 
specific | Compelling data |  
Creative strategies

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS MARKETING | Network of industry professionals

CLIENT AND INVESTOR DATABASE | Hundreds of qualified buyers | Extremely captive and 
responsive audience | Opportunity for custom messaging

OFFICE MEETINGS | Over 650 REALTORS® | Weekly exposure to REALTORS® with multiple 
buyers | Infomercial style opportunity

TARGET MARKET PROMOTIONS (Students, Investor,  
First Time Buyers, Etc) |  Target market specific  |  Compelling data  |  Creative strategies

BUYER-SPECIFIC MARKETING | First time home buyer | Relocation | Investors etc.

EMAIL OUT OF TOWN AGENTS & COMPANIES | Potential for national & international exposure 
| Opportunity for specific message | Targeting relocations

TRADITIONAL MARKETING METHODS
YARD SIGNS  |  Fantastic neighbourhood exposure  |  Credible resource/branding  |  Interactive 
opportunity for buyers

COMMUNITY SIGNS  |  Exposure for out of the way properties  |  Credible resource/branding  |  
Good special event exposure (open houses, garage sales etc.)

JUST LISTED MAILINGS  |  Complete resource to educate buyers  |  Enormous source of tools  |  
Great qualifying tool for buyers

OPEN HOUSES  |  No pressure tactics  |  Public exposure  |  Great qualifying tool  |  Great track 
record

REALTOR® OPEN HOUSE OR CARAVAN  |  Good exposure to the “true target” market  |  
Provoke word of mouth exposure  |  Opportunity for off hour exposure

VIRTUAL TOURS  |  Great out of town exposure  |  Qualifying tool for buyers  |  Opportunity for 
professional feedback  |  Professional exposure

COMMUNITY CALLING  |  Extremely market specific  |  Captive audience  |  Truly interactive tool

DOOR KNOCKING  |  Captive audience  |  Compelling approach  |  Engaging
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One of a Kind 
TOOLS & 
SERVICES   
to Enhance 
Your Home 
Selling 
Experience
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Our automatic email notifications are a complimentary 
service to help sellers stay ahead of the competition. 
Receive full details on newly listed comparables in 
your area and updated on the latest price adjustments, 
conveniently sent to your inbox.

Receive regular and transparent communication from 
the moment you list your home with KORE. We give 
recurrent updates on the results of your marketing — 
from the number of potential buyers who visit your open 
house, to the amount of people who view your listing 
online.

Customized AUTO 
NOTIFICATION & 

Competitor ALERTS

ACTIVITY 
ANALYSIS

TOOLS AND SERVICES
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MLS HOME PRICE INDEX
Developed using data from the Multiple Listing Service®, the MLS® Home 
Price Index (or MLS® HPI for short) allows you to see trends in home prices 
for a specific type of house in a given neighbourhood.

Combined with the knowledge, experience and skills of your REALTOR®, 
the MLS® HPI allows you to better understand these trends — and how 
they can affect the market value of your home.

Measure home price trends, home price inflation and deflation all in one 
place with the MLS® HPI Tool.

TOOLS AND SERVICES
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FULL CLIENT MARKET          
REPORT 

Receive regular real estate market reports with current and up-to-date 
information on the Calgary real estate market. The Market Report allows you 
to:

• Stay informed on your real estate market and investment

• Receive up to date reports on the Calgary market and trends

• Find out what’s going on in your neighborhood

• Receive information on properties that are selling in and around your area 
such as sale prices, days on market, list prices and sell price ratios

• Showing activity reports with feedback (from realtors and  open house)

• With our complimentary Market Report, you can follow the latest real 
estate market trends.
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WHAT IS HDR PHOTOGRAPHY

HDR stands for High Dynamic Range which 
captures and combines different exposures to 
create a spectacular image.  Instead of taking one 
photograph, HDR allows photographers to capture 
images at 3 different exposures. During the editing 
process, we can fuse these three images together 
and highlight the best parts of each photo which 
allows us to display your property’s best attributes.

HIGH-RESOLUTION 
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOS

First impressions make lasting impressions. Our 
captivating images present your property in the 
best possible light to capture qualified buyers and 
accelerate sales. Our photographers take up to 

100 photos per listing which are then sent to photo 
processing for editing. The photos are then hand-
picked and professionally retouched by skilled 
editors to ensure we market the best features of 
your property. Our photographers provide only high-
resolution and colour corrected HDR photography so 
your listing is showcased at its best.  

STATE OF THE ART 
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT

Our experienced photographers are equipped with 
the latest in photographic technology to capture the 
finest features of your home. 

We use only professional grade equipment to ensure 
we deliver exceptional images with colour, contrast 
and sharpness, every time.

professional HDR PHOTOGRAPHY                                     
with the LATEST hi-teCh EQUIPMENT 

TOOLS AND SERVICES
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HD VIDEO 
TOURS

Capture more potential buyers 
with our dynamic HD Video Tours. 
Our HD Video Tours include a 
professionally produced video 
enhanced with high quality 
cinematography, graphics 
and music. In addition, your 
video tour will be presented on 
your very own website that is 
automatically synced with your 
MLS listing. Capture the attention 
of prospective buyers faster and 
allow them to view your property 
anytime, anywhere and on any 
device with our HD video tours.

VIRTUAL 
STAGING
Display exceptionally realistic 
and stunning virtually staged 
images to help buyers see the 
potential of their new home. 
With Virtual Staging, our skilled 
editors can digitally place décor 
to enhance your property, 
impressing buyers to help sell 
your property for top dollar.
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CONVENIENT COMMUNICATION
To ensure a successful selling process, proactive communication and prompt 
response is essential. KORE is making correspondence easy and convenient by 
offering our clients the following contact methods: 

• Docusign® Easy, efficient and secure way to sign documents electronically with 
your mobile phone, iPad, or tablet 

• Skype 

• Google Calendar 

• Email, Phone and / or In Person 

• Complimentary Use of Fax Machine 

• Weekly & Monthly Updates and Activity Reports

TOOLS AND SERVICES
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intuitive CLIENT RELATIONSHIP  
MANAGEMENT system

We believe that creating and maintaining great relationships with clients and 
understanding their needs is essential. 

Our Client Relationship Management System (CRM) allows us to serve our customers 
better by managing all of our activities and tasks associated to our clients. The CRM 
keeps track of client preferences, finds homes that match their criteria, employs to-do 
items and next steps, records notes, logs history and more. 

With this intuitive CRM, our team can effectively support our customers and ensure that 
their real estate needs are met.
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SMART GUIDES for               
REAL ESTATE information

Your source for city, community, school & housing information. 

At KORE, education is the cornerstone of our business. Our comprehensive 
library of guides is the best source for city, community, school & real estate 
information. As a client, you have complimentary access to the following 
Smart Guides: 

• Seller’s Guide 

• Comparative Market Analysis

• Condo Ownership Guide 

• Guide to Preparing Your Property

• Neighborhood Guide 

• Moving Guide 

• Relocation Guide 

• Information on Areas, Local Schools, 

and Public Transportation 

• Area Maps

TOOLS AND SERVICES
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NEIGHBORHOOD 
EXPERT
Receive detailed Neighbourhood Amenity Maps and 
Reports right to your inbox with our Neighborhood 
Expert. This state of the art mapping system is a 
reporting application with a real estate focused 
database of over 1.5 Million neighbourhood amenities. 
Neighborhood Expert provides Google Integrated 
mapping, an Interactive Amenity menu bar with amenity 
data, 25 Amenity Categories, Data radius control, 
personalized map link and more, all across Canada.
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HOME BRIDGE program

KORE’s Home Bridge Program provides clients with a seamless 
plan so you can focus on the things that matter most to you during 
the sale and purchase process. Our team will: 

• Establish a market strategy and transition plan tailored to your  
real estate needs 

• Create a sale and purchase plan to align with your goals 

• Prepare a sale and purchase schedule to align with your  
key dates to ensure a prompt closing and possession 

• Arrange bridge financing if required

TOOLS AND SERVICES
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EXCLUSIVE Client 

CONCIERGE program

At KORE, not only do we strive to make every aspect 
of the sale process seamless but we want to add value 
to your experience. That’s why we created our Client 
Concierge Program* to provide a multitude of enhanced 
services and other value offerings such as: 

• Car rental booking services 

• Schedule moving companies, contractors and 
locksmith services 

• Preferred client rates to a wide range of services 

• Approved list of contractors and vendors 

• Airport pick up and drop off (Available to relocating 
clients only) 

• Orientation tours 

- New condominium projects 
- Real estate investment tours 
- Calgary communities & surrounding areas 
- Up-and-coming communities & areas 
- K-12 and post secondary schools 

• Client appreciation gift 

• Commissioner for Oaths Services 

If you are a client of KORE Real Estate Team and 
can’t find a service or provider to assist you, our Client 
Concierge Program* assures you convenience and 
peace of mind. 

*Client concierge services are included with a signed Seller’s Representation 
Listing Agreement. Limited to during business hours only. Contact us with your 
requests and preferences and we will gladly assist you.
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SOLID  

RELATIONSHIPS  
with LEADING 
home BUILDERS & 
DEVELOPERS
At KORE Real Estate Team, we believe a successful 
business must be founded on the principles of good 
relationships. 

From these collaborations, we are able to leverage 
our connections with these firms to deliver and 
negotiate the best terms for you.

reliable NETWORK 
of INDUSTRY 
PROFESSIONALS
Clients of KORE Real Estate Team will have access to 
our pre-screened network of vendors and specialists*. 
These professionals offer competitive rates and are 
committed to offering outstanding service and value to 
our clients.

Our providers will not only be able to help with your 
needs while selling but will offer continuous support 
for many years to come.

*Please inquire for our full list of specialists and vendors.

TOOLS AND SERVICES
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SHOWINGBEACON 
This revolutionary tool is designed for the 

seller’s convenience. With its patent pending 

technology, Showing Beacon makes it simple 

to notify the seller to return home directly 

after the showing is completed. With the press 

of a button, sellers receive a cell phone call 

immediately upon the completion of a showing. 

Showing Beacon is simple to use, convenient 

and a huge time saver.

SHOWING SUITE
Get more transparency and valuable feedback 
with Showing Suite. This effective app allows us to 
gather feedback responses from potential buyers to 
determine what they liked and disliked about your 
listing. With Showing Suite’s automated system, you’ll 
receive direct feedback from the showing agents and 
their buyers to make necessary adjustments, allowing 
you to sell your home faster.
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TEXT2SHOW.COM 
Send information to buyers instantly with the 
Text2Show app. Text2Show allows buyers to 
access detailed information and schedule showing 
appointments effortlessly. Buyers can also send a 
text message to request an immediate showing, 
schedule a future showing, view a property flyer for 
your listing, and more. With Text2Show, buyers can 
request info and showings conveniently with their 
mobile device.

STREETTEXT.COM 
Capture buyer activity and give home buyers 
property information instantly with the StreetText 
marketing tool. StreetText’s effective SMS 
marketing allows buyers to text to access listing 
details and measure analytics by tracking inquiries. 
Best of all, StreetText’s innovative SMS solution 
works 24 hours a day, 7 days a week so you can 
rest assured your property is always marketed 
around the clock.

TOOLS AND SERVICES
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OUR COMMITMENT

FROM BEGINNING TO END…  
AND BEYOND

Real estate is more than just a process. We view your property sale 
as our own and we are committed to establishing trust and long-term 
relationships with every one of our clients.

From listing to closing and beyond, we are here to provide expert 
advice and exceptional support during and after the sale. Our team will 
routinely follow-up with you 1, 30, 180, and 365 days after closing to 
answer any questions and address any issues you may have.

We are dedicated to providing the highest standards of service 
available on the market.
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TESTIMONIALS
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THE KORE GUARANTEE

Your satisfaction is our number one priority. 

If you are ever dissatisfied with our service and we are not able to 
remedy it within 24 hours, you may cancel your agreement with 
us at no cost to you. 

Upon cancellation, we will also provide you with a list of other 
Realtors who may be more compatible with your real estate 
needs. 

We are committed to you. It’s the KORE Guarantee.
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THE NEXT STEPS

TO GET STARTED  
on your property listing,
we will need the following things to begin the 

process: 

• Review and sign a Consumer Relationship Guide 
form 

• Review and sign a Seller’s Representation Listing 
Agreement 

• Complete the Seller’s Profile and Seller’s 
Checklist with your Real Estate Advisor 

• Obtain a Mortgage Pre-Approval by filling out a 
Mortgage Verification Form

As always, your KORE Real Estate Advisor is 
readily available to answer any questions you may 
have. 

Thank you for choosing KORE and we look 
forward to serving your real estate needs.
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